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A– How to make decisions ?

A1 - What is Decision Making in Management ?
Every action of a manager is generally an outcome of a decision. 

Owing to this fact, P.P. Drucker in his book “Practice of Management,” observes “Whatever a manager does, 
he  does  through  making  decision.”  True,  the  job  of  management  involves  the  making  of  innumerable  
decisions. That is why many persons think that management is decision-making. 

The word ‘decides’ means to come to a conclusion or resolution as to what one is expected to do at some  
later  time.  According to Manely H. Jones,  “It  is a solution selected after examining several alternatives  
chosen because the decider foresees that the course of action he selects will do more than the others to  
further his goals and will be accompanied by the fewest possible objectionable consequences”‘. 

Decision is  a  choice whereby a person comes to a conclusion about  given circumstan ces/  situation.  It  
represents a course of behaviour or action about what one is expected to do or not to do. Decision- making  
may, therefore, be defined as a selection of one course of action from two or more alternative courses of 
action. Thus, it involves a choice-making activity and the choice determines our action or inaction. 

Decision-making is an indispensable part of life. Innumerable decisions are taken by human beings in day-
to-day  life.  In  business  undertakings,  decisions  are  taken  at  every  step.  All  managerial  functions  viz.,  
planning,  organizing,  staffing,  directing,  coordinating  and  controlling  are  carried  through  decisions. 
Decision-making is thus the core of managerial activities in an organisation. 

Some of the important definitions of decision-making are given as under. 

• Decision-making is the selection based on some criteria from two or more possible alternatives. “-—
George R.Terry 

• A decision can be defined as a course of action consciously chosen from available alternatives for  
the purpose of desired result —J.L. Massie 

• A decision is an act of choice, wherein an executive forms a conclusion about what must be done in 
a given situation. A decision represents a course of behaviour chosen from a number of possible  
alternatives. -—D.E. Mc. Farland 

From these definitions, it is clear that decision-making is concerned with selecting a course of action from 
among alternatives to achieve a predetermined objective. 

Source : www.yourarticlelibrary.com/

A2 - Features or Characteristics of Decision-Making
From definitions and elements we can draw the following important features of managerial decisions: 

1. Rational Thinking: 

It is invariably based on rational thinking. Since the human brain with its ability to learn, remember and  
relate many complex factors, makes the rationality possible. 

2. Process: 

It is the process followed by deliberations and reasoning. 

3. Selective: 

It is selective, i.e. it is the choice of the best course among alternatives. In other words, decision involves  
selection of the best course from among the available alternative courses that are identified by the decision-
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maker. 

4. Purposive: 

It is usually purposive i.e. it relates to the end. The solution to a problem provides an effective means to the  
desired goal or end. 

5. Positive: 

Although every decision is usually positive sometimes certain decisions may be negative and may just be a  
decision not to decide. For instance, the manufacturers of VOX Wagan car once decided not to change the 
model (body style) and size of the car although the other rival enterprise (i.e. the Ford Corporation) was  
planning to introduce a new model every year, in the USA. 

That a negative decision and is equally important was stressed by Chester I. Bernard-one of the pioneers in  
Management Thought-who observed, “The fine art of executive decision consists in not deciding questions  
that  are  not  now pertinent,  in  not  deciding  prematurely, in  not  making decisions  that  cannot  be  made 
effective, and in not making decisions that other should make. ” 

6. Commitment: 

Every decision is based on the concept of commitment. In other words, the Manament is committed to every 
decision it takes for two reasons- viz., (i) it promotes the stability of the concern and (ii) every decision taken 
becomes a part of the expectations of the people involved in the organisation. 

Decisions are usually so much inter-related to the organisational life of an enterprise that any change in one  
area of activity may change the other areas too. As such, the Manager is committed to decisions not only 
from the time that they are taken but upto their successfully implementation. 

7. Evaluation: 

Decision-making involves evaluation in two ways, viz., (i) the executive must evaluate the alternatives, and 
(ii) he should evaluate the results of the decisions taken by him.

Source : www.yourarticlelibrary.com/

A3  -  What  is  the  contribution  of  competitive  intelligence  (CI)  to  decision 
making ?

There are a variety of approaches or emphases that have been taken to defining what competitive Intelligence  
(CI) is. Broadly speaking one can differentiate between CI as a process or as a product. The Society of  
Competitive  Intelligence  Professionals  take  a  process  approach,  whereas  Vedder  and  Guynes  takes  the 
product view. “ Competitive intelligence can be defined in terms of both a process and a product.  As a  
process, CI is the set of legal and ethical methods for collecting, developing, analyzing and disseminating 
actionable  information  pertaining  to  competitors,  suppliers,  customers,  organization  itself  and  business 
environment (Society of Competitive Intelligence Professionals [SCIP] 2009). As a product, CI is actionable 
information  about  the  present  and  future  behavior  of  competitors,  suppliers,  customers,  technologies,  
government, acquisitions, market and general business environment (Vedder and Guynes 2000).

Source :  Crispin  Dean  (2012).  How   key   account   management  and   competitive   intelligence  can  
contribute to the development of  corporate  strategy ? Master-Thesis. Dresden International University

A4 - Overall enhancement of decision-making processes
1. Identify the strategic objective and information need

2. Collecting and Organising the Right Data
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3. Developing metrics and the KPI design to to seletc partner

4. analysing a dataset 

5. Reporting

A5 – What is Key Performance Indicators ?
Key Performance Indicators,  also known as KPI or Key Success Indicators (KSI),  help an organization  
define  and  measure  progress  toward  organizational  goals.  Key  Performance  Indicators  are  quantifiable 
measurements, agreed to beforehand, that reflect the critical success factors of an organization. They will  
differ depending on the organization.Whatever Key Performance Indicators are selected, they must reflect  
the organization's goals, they must be key to its success,and they must be quantifiable (measurable). Key 
Performance Indicators usually are long-term considerations. The definition of what they are and how they 
are measured do not change often. The goals for a particular Key Performance Indicator may change as the 
organization's goals change, or as it gets closer to achieving a goal. 

The following list shows the main characteristics associated with KPIs, they should: 

- Conform to a company’s strategy – this is an extremely important point, as mentioned above. If there is no 
clear link between a KPI and a company’s business objectives, then a KPI is not a KPI. The indicator may 
well be an operational or secondary metric, but it is not a key performance indicator. 

- Be easy to understand – this may be a very obvious point but it tends to be forgotten. It is easy to imagine  
the different problems in productivity which a poor understanding of the indicators might lead to. If the KPIs  
are used to communicate, then everyone involved needs to agree on what they are used for and what they 
mean. 

- Allow for action – a measurement which cannot be influenced, even indirectly, is not of great importance. It  
is extremely important that people are aware of how the evolution of KPIs can be monitored and influenced. 

- Be contextual – it should also be easy to adapt KPIs to the creation of different targets which are to be  
reached and to the creation of lower thresholds, both of which are part of the continuous improvement of 
interactive marketing. At the beginning of the year we recommend that a company clearly define its growth  
or objectives depending on the indicators that have been used. KPIs will also be used to make it easier to  
determine how marketing activities will contribute to objectives being reached throughout the year. 

Source: http://management.about.com/

A6 - How do use the Analytic Hierarchy Process to Structure the Supplier 
Selection Procedure ?

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a decision-making method for ranking alternative courses of action 
when multiple criteria must be considered. The AHP is a structured practice for representing the elements of  
a  problem,  hierarchically. The  AHP method  was  developed  by  T.L.  Saaty  (Saaty, 1990).  It  can  enable  
decision makers to represent  the interaction of multiple factors in complex,  unstructured situations.  The  
procedure is based on the pairwise comparison of decision elements with respect to attributes or alternatives. 

The AHP method is used to make the arrangement of the problem as a hierarchy. In general, the AHP method  
divides the problem into three levels (Saaty, 1990): 

1. Define a goal for resolving the problem 

2. Define objectives for achieving the goal 

3. Determine evaluation criteria for each objective.
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Source : Nydick R.L., Hill R.P., Using the Analytic Hierarchy Process to Structure the Supplier Selection  
Procedure, International Journal of Purchasing and Materials Management, Vol. 28 n°2, pp. 31–36, 1992.

B – What is Business Intelligence ?

B1 - Definition
Business intelligence (BI) has various definitions depending on the speaker and audience. Loosely defined, 
BI refers to a  management process whereby a company can more efficiently execute its business strategies 
and track its improvement processes. BI has been referred to as an ‘attitude’ that involves: 

1. Understanding the strategic value of  data captured from transactions across the enterprise, 

2. The organization, standardization and transformation of that data into information

3. The  central  storage,  analysis  and  presentation  of  that  data  to  decision  makers  ‘at  the  speed  of 
thought’.

4. Allowing decision makers to analyze the data across multiple dimensions and relationships, leading 
to faster decisions with better results. 

The term Business Intelligence (BI) is most broadly described as the management of data involving the  
enterprise and covers such topics as data collection, integration and analysis with the purpose of creating 
value. The BI domain includes data warehousing (DW), online analytical processing (OLAP), data mining,  
and reporting/alerting. 

BI is offered as the tool to integrate all information of importance, presenting a ‘single version of the truth’ to  
decision makers ‘at the speed of thought’. This is illustrated in the following diagram :

Data from disparate sources is extracted, transformed and loaded into a central data warehouse where it is at  
the  beck  and call  of  users  via  a  friendly  intermediary  BI  software  layer  that  provides  ad-hoc  queries.  
Mangers across the enterprise (in far flung locations) access the same store of uniform, transformed data,  
enabling better insight and action.

Source : Jantastoo & Vaughn. Business Intelligence. UMSL. IS 6800, Fall 2004
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B2 - What is BI used for?

Organisations use Business Intelligence to gain data-driven insights on anything related to business 
performance. It is used to understand and improve performance and to cut costs and identify new business 
opportunities, this can include, among many other things:

• Analysing customer behaviours, buying patterns and sales trends. 

• Measuring, tracking and predicting sales and financial performance

• Budgeting and financial planning and forecasting

• Tracking the performance of marketing campaigns

• Optimising processes and operational performance

• Improving delivery and supply chain effectiveness

• Web and e-commerce analytics

• Customer relationship management

• Risk analysis

• Strategic value driver analysis

Source : Jantastoo & Vaughn. Business Intelligence. UMSL. IS 6800, Fall 2004

B3 - Why Business Intelligence Will Make You A Better Manager ?
The computerization of nearly all business transactions has led to a virtual avalanche of data. This data can 
be a rich source of business information. Unfortunately, the data is often contained in information silos that  
are  not  linked  or  integrated.  BI  has  developed  as  a  tool  to  transform this  deluge  of  date  into  useful, 
organized, integrated information that can be searched and analyzed across all the domains existing in a  
global  enterprise.  More  importantly, proper  application  of  BI  can  lead  to  internal  efficiency,  increased 
revenue, decreased cost, improved business relationships, and a deeper understanding of the enterprise and 
its environment, resulting in a sustainable competitive advantage. 

Source : Jantastoo & Vaughn. Business Intelligence. UMSL. IS 6800, Fall 2004

C - Business Intelligence (BI) for Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM)

C1 - What is Key Account Management? 
Key account management is described as “an important approach to creating value, by implementing specific 
processes targeting most important customers.” 14 It is the implementation of the relationship marketing  
approach,  the  philosophy behind customer relationship marketing (CRM),  focused on one account.  It  is 
associated with business  to  business  relationships  of  both great  potential  and complexity within a  very  
competitive environment. These sorts of relationships are characterized by requiring higher than average 
levels of coordination to manage.

Key  account  management  represents  a  movement  away  from  transactional  marketing  to  relationship  
marketing  in  the  case  of  the  business  done  with  one  particular  account.  As  will  be  identified,  the  
development  of  such relationships  can become a  sustained competitive  advantage for  the  business.  The 
sustained nature of such advantage emanates from the complexity and thus inimitability of such relationships 
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if developed skillfully.

Source :  Crispin  Dean  (2012).  How   key   account   management  and   competitive   intelligence  can  
contribute to the development of  corporate  strategy ? Master-Thesis. Dresden International University

C2 - Customer Relationship Management
In thinking about the role that key accounts make to the development of a business it is important to ground 
the discussion about what a key account is within the subject of customer relationship management (CRM)  
generally. “Customer relationship management aims at establishing long-term relationships with customers 
in order to gain insights into what matters most to customers.” 174 This is not done as an end in itself but as  
a means for developing long term benefits. These benefits can be classified under three headings: 

• Greater security for the business 

• Greater growth for the business 

• Greater profitability / return on investment 

Originally the development of longer term relationships with customers was seen, as part of this philosophy, 
as an end in itself. Through a relatively undifferentiated approach, lack of linking of CRM implementation to 
corporate  goals,  and a  lack of  thinking through of  its  implementation,  the  results  (in  terms of  tangible  
benefits  to  the  corporate  bottom-line  attributable  to  CRM implementation)  were  often  meager  or  non-
existent. 176 Because of this, customer relationship management as a concept has gone through four phases  
of development. From its roots in the 1980’s, where in the start-up phase of CRM as a concept, ideas were 
generated around the basic idea that there were advantages in developing longer term relationships with 
customers, there developed a second phase in the 1990’s where the development of concrete CRM concepts,  
tools and implementation strategies occurred.  The third phase has  involved the integration of the  CRM 
concept into an IT strategy, the setting of standards and measuring success. After a period of re-assessment of  
the achievements of CRM, a re-launch of the CRM concept has in a fourth phase occurred. Here a more  
discriminating approach is establishing itself whereby the type of relationship to be developed is being varied 
depending on customer type and potential. The value that each customer can bring is being measured against  
their contribution towards meeting corporate goals. The resultant ranking in importance, or classification, of 
customers provides the back-drop to deciding which of a company’s accounts are key.

Source :  Crispin  Dean  (2012).  How   key   account   management  and   competitive   intelligence  can  
contribute to the development of  corporate  strategy ? Master-Thesis. Dresden International University

D – How to access at public procurement ?

D1 – What is a public procurement ?
Public  procurement  is  defined  as  acquisition  of  goods  and  services  by  government  or  public  sector 
organizations (Uyarra and Flanagan, 2010). Public sector organizations comprise a wide range of organizations 
of varying scale and with diverse cultures, needs, and organizational structures. They include municipalities, 
states, territorial or functional subdivisions, and hospitals (Loader, 2010). Public market organizations currently 
face  many challenges,  including  devising  a  regulatory  framework to  guarantee  competition  and optimize 
resource allocation (Erridge,  2007).  Several  studies show that  public procurement can also support  socio-
economic objectives for both local and regional authorities (Murray, 2001a), and for the State (Murray, 2009). 
For instance, Walker and Brammer (2009) explain how public purchases in the UK influence the propensity to 
engage in sustainable procurement practices.  Edquist and Zabala-Iturriagagoitia (2012) present six cases that 
demonstrate that public markets in innovation can also contribute to satisfying previously unmet needs, solving 
societal problems and stimulating R&D. McCrudden (2004) describes how public procurement can be used as 
a tool of social regulation by supporting the domestic market.
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Contrary to the private sector, public markets are bound by important legal constraints (Rainey  et al., 1976; 
Johnson et al., 2003; Caldwell et al., 2005; Arlbjørn and Freytag, 2012; Piga and Treumer, 2013), and they are 
strongly affected by the socio-economic context and organization’s mission (Wernz et al., 2014). In France, the 
public market  code (PPCC, 2012),  inspired by the European Union Directive on Public Procurement and 
Compulsory Competitive Tendering (CCT) (Gelderman  et  al., 2006), sets  the legal  framework.  This code 
defines a public market as a contract concluded, in return for payment, between a public buyer and a private 
economic operator (e.g. SME, multinational, association or business alliance). The purpose of the contract is to 
satisfy needs in works (construction of buildings or civil engineering), goods (furniture, materials, consumable 
goods) or service (cleaning, security, garden maintenance, garbage removal, etc.).

Source : Mamavi, O., Nagati, H., Werhle, F. et  Paché, G., (2015). How performance history impact future  
supplier selections ? The case of French public procurement, Industrial Management & Data System.  Vol.  
115, n°1, pp. 107-128

D2 - Supplier selection in public markets
In  the  French  context,  suppliers  are  selected  following  a  competition  designed  to  identify  the  most 
economically advantageous offer. Call for tenders procedures are part of a logic intended to maximally reduce 
collusion  between the  public  sector  and private  businesses,  and  to  deter  preferential  treatment  of  certain 
candidates.  The public  market  code  rests  on three main organizing principles  for  the  awarding of  public 
contracts (PPCC, 2012). First, freedom of access to public procurement is guaranteed by the public buyer, to 
allow  all  candidates  to  participate.  Second,  all  candidates  must  be  treated  equally,  to  avoid  impeding 
competition among firms replying to a call for tenders. This equality of treatment is reinforced by procedures 
related  to  consultation of  the  contents  of  tenders  and the  makeup of  the  selection committee.  Third,  the 
transparency of procedures should favor fair treatment and healthy competition among participants.
As in the private sector, public buyers also fundamentally seek the best conditions for procurement costs 
(Kulmala et al., 2006; Loader, 2010;  Arlbjørn  et al., 2011).  Competition among suppliers has long been a 
mechanism used  to  reduce  costs,  notably  through  calls  for  tenders,  in  search  of  the  most  economically 
advantageous offer (Domberger and Jensen, 1997;  Parikka-Alhola  et al., 2007;  Arlbjørn and Freytag, 2012). 
The choice of a good allocation mechanism to satisfy the community’s objectives must be transparent, allow 
the  most  efficient  candidate  to  be  retained,  oblige  candidates  to  disclose  pertinent  information  on  their 
efficiency,  and  improve  public  expense  management  (Murray,  2001b).  Public  contracts  are  awarded  to 
candidates that offer the most economically advantageous conditions (Naegelen and Mougeot, 1998). As stated 
in the French public procurement contracts code, to make the best choice, the public buyer typically uses the 
following  criteria:  quality,  price,  technical  value,  aesthetic  and  functional  characteristics,  performance  in 
environmental protection, performance in professional integration of populations in difficulty, global usage 
cost,  profitability, innovativeness, after-sale service and technical assistance, delivery date, and delivery or 
execution time (PPCC, 2012).

Source : Mamavi, O., Nagati, H., Werhle, F. et  Paché, G., (2015). How performance history impact future  
supplier selections ? The case of French public procurement, Industrial Management & Data System.  Vol.  
115, n°1, pp. 107-128

D3 - Strategic alliances
Motivations  to  form a  strategic  alliance  are  numerous.  The  main  motivations  reported  in  the  literature 
include access to complementary resources (Das and Teng, 2000); exchange of competencies (Rothaermel 
and  Deeds 2006), knowledge sharing (Inkpen, 2000); conquest of new markets (Merchant  and  Schendel, 
2000), and cost and risk reduction (Williamson, 1985). 

However, formation of alliances also poses risks and may be unstable (Inkpen and Beamish,  1997).  To 
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reduce uncertainty and minimize risks, some firms manage their alliance agreements like a stock portfolio. 
Managing a portfolio of cooperative relations notably lets firms develop their alliance capabilities by using 
integrating mechanisms to transfer prior experiences (Heimeriks and al., 2007).

Franco and Haase (2015) show that engagement in an alliance and partner behavior fall into a typology: 
“Strategic,” “Improvised,” “Exploratory,” and “Deliberate.” Classification into one of these types sheds 
light on the propensity to form interfirm alliances, along with alliance development and performance.

Many other studies have sought to understand the formation of alliances and to identify factors determining 
their  success  (Dussauge  and  Garrette,  1995; Rai  et  al.,  1996; Jap  and  Anderson,  2003; Taylor, 
2005; Wittmann et al., 2009). These studies often complement each other, occasionally contradict each other, 
and fail to reach a consensus, provide an integrating framework or allow one to precisely define the relative  
contribution of different factors (Gulati and Zajac, 2000).

Nonetheless, Franco (2011) concluded that the key factors for alliance success pertain to mutual trust, a  
minimum commitment  between  the  parties,  partner  selection  (structural  factors)  and  understanding  and 
compatibility of objectives,  rules and strategies,  cultural  similarities and a balance of strengths between  
partners (process factors).

Franco (2011)  suggests  that  strategic  alliance  success  is  influenced more  by  process  than  by  structural 
factors. Several researchers argue that the implementation of an alliance and management of relations are  
more important than the initial conditions of alliance formation. Process factors include attitude of human 
resources, relations between partners and the importance of balance of power and control (Franco, 2011). 
Relational  characteristics  such as  governance of  the  alliance  and power-sharing  between partners  affect  
performance significantly (Kale, Singh and Perlmutter, 2000; Tsai, 2000). In the remainder of the literature  
review we precisely define the role of the strength of ties and of control in alliance management.  

Source :  Mamavi,  O.  et  Meier, O. (2014).  Le principe d'attachement  préférentiel  dans la formation des  
alliances stratégiques, Revue Française de Gestion, vol. 4 n°241, p. 79-91

D4 – Public procurement dataset
The data used in this study case are taken from the French  Bulletin Officiel des Annonces des Marchés  
Publics (BOAMP, the  official  journal  of  public  contracting  announcements).  We have  used  the  2008 
BOAMP database because it offers an original and exhaustive set of alliances formed in public procurement 
markets over a fairly long period, and hence allows econometric analyses.  

Public  procurement  is  a  type of  contract  concluded,  for  a  price,  between a  public  buyer  and a  private  
economic operator (for example an SME, multinational, association or alliance of businesses). The goal of 
the contract is to satisfy needs for works  (building construction or civil engineering), supplies (furniture, 
materials, consumables) or services (cleaning premises, alarm system, landscaping, garbage removal, etc.). 

To  ease  companies’  access  to  public  contracts,  the  State  regularly  awards  contracts  to  co-contractors 
following calls for tenders.   Co-contracting is a situation in which bidding companies can form groups to 
make a more advantageous collective proposal than they could individually. These groups are thus strategic  
alliances. 

In general, public contracts are awarded (notably to alliances) by asking suppliers to reply to calls for tenders  
(Arlbjørn and Freytag, 2012). The call for tenders is a written auction process where bids are remitted in 
sealed  envelopes. The  public  contract  award  announcement  specifies  the  public  buyer’s  decision,  and 
contains the following information: identification of the principal, the subject of the contract, the type of 
procedure,  awarding  criteria,  the  publication  date,  contractors  awarding  various  components  of  the 
procedure, etc. However, award announcements do not identify the businesses or business groups (alliances) 
that submitted a bid but did not win the contract.  

The BOAMP, the official journal of public award announcements, publishes calls for tenders and the results 
of contracts awarded by the State, local municipalities and their public establishments.  Article 40 of the 
Public Procurement Code stipulates that  it  is  mandatory to advertise a contract  in the BOAMP, or in a  
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newspaper  that  usually  publishes  legal  announcements,  for  all  contracts  valued  at  over  90,000  €.  For  
structured bidding processes (marchés à procédure adaptée, or MAPA) below 90,000 €, the public contractor 
can choose the media in which to publicize calls for tenders  

The data were collected in a multistep process: extraction, refinement, filtering, formatting, elimination of  
duplicates and indexing. After having gathered the award notices from the BOAMP (www.boamp.fr), the 
first  step  in  the  data  collection  process  consisted  of  extracting  all  transactions  awarded  to  groups  of  
businesses. Group identification was done based on keywords. The set of these keywords pertains to co-
contracting (groups).  A keyword is  a significant  unit  formed of  a  word (simple  term) or  several  words  
(complex term) that designates a concept unequivocally within a domain.

Source: Mamavi, O., Meier, O. et Zerbib, R., (2015). Alliance management capability:  the roles of alliance  
control and strength of ties. Management Decision , vol. 56, n°10, 
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